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Chinese dictionaries are important materials for the Chinese character study. As a 
large historical dictionary, Kangxi Dictionary (Kang for short) compiled abundant 
word and rhyming dictionary informations, ancient and modern glyphs, variant and 
folk characters, which have a great value in all aspects of Chinese character study. But 
there’s not much monographic researches of Kang in the past, there were so many 
character problems have no solutions, such as Kang’s terminology system, so it is 
necessary to have a further research on Kang. 
In this paper, we choose more than 4500 groups of Chinese characters which 
marked the terminology Huozuo in Kang as a research object. We take the individual 
character as evidence, discussing some relevant philology topics, through the studies 
of the uses of Huozuo and the interpretations of the shape, sound and meaning of 
Chinese characters. Huozuo is one of the most important terminology of Kang’s 
terminology system. We called them huozuo-glyph which marked the terminology 
Huozuo.  
This paper is divided into ten chapters. 
Chapter 1 is introduction, which including the research backgrounds, current 
situation and our methods. 
Chapter 2 is the study values of Kang. Combineding with the current hot topic of 
character study, we discussed the study values of Kang from six respects: the modern 
Chinese characters, the compilation of large dictionaries, the collation of word and 
rhyming dictionaries, the history of Chinese characters, build large word stock and 
Chinese characters sorting and specification. We hold the opinion that the dictionary 
words are the most direct materials, we must re-evaluated and full exploited the study 
values of it. 
Chapter 3 is the glyphs source and analysis characteristic of Kang. We 
investigated the Kang’s uccession and development of word and rhyming dictionaries 
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synchronic situation of Kang’s glyphs system from the Chinese dictionary historical 
angle. Making the glyphs system and analysis characteristic clear is a necessary 
premise for the research on the terminology Huozuo. 
Chapter 4 is the uses and properties of the terminology Huozuo in Kang.Firstly, 
we investigated the uses of Huozuo in ancient literature and traditional word and 
rhyming dictionaries, combined with the relevant discourses of ancient and modern 
philology scientists, summarized the function, properties and connotation of Huozuo, 
and formed a holistic understanding of it. We found the Huozuo that Kang expressly 
stated only used to collate the different texts, which scope is obviously too small. 
Secondly, we investigated the use forms of Huozuo, and found three typical 
huozuo-glyph phenomena, one sound and meaning for one huozuo-glyph, one sound 
and meaning for various huozuo-glyph, polyphonic-polysemous for different 
huozuo-glyph. Thirdly, by comparing with other terminologys like Tong( 通 ), 
Tong(同)，Shuzuo(書作), Youzuo(又作), Suzuo(俗作)，and the huozuo-glyph in other 
word and rhyming dictionaries like Shuo Wen Jie Zi(《說文解字》), Yu Pian(《玉篇》), 
Ji Yun(《集韻》), Pian Hai(《篇海》), Zi Hui(《字彙》), we had an intensive study of 
Huozuo’s scope of application, builted mutual relationships among words, covered 
philology contents, and the philology concepts reflected by the location of 
standardized forms of Chinese characters and the huozuo-glyph. 
Chapter 5 is the mutual relationships among the shape and sound of 
huozuo-glyph. We mainly discussed the sound conditions and rules for the 
huozuo-glyph from the angle of the relationships among shape and sound. And we 
mainly researched huozuo-glyph generated by polyphonic phenome, phonetic loan 
and sound symbols replacement, and think that the sound is one of the important 
reasons for huozuo-glyph came into being. Then through researched the relationships 
among shape and sound, furtherly we revised the phonetic errors of Kang’s 
huozuo-glyph, including misusing, quoting and modifying errors of Fanqie(反切) of 
rhyming dictionaries, and phonetic alphabets mistakes. 
Chapter 6 is the mutual relationships among the shape and meaning of 














huozuo-glyph from the angle of the relationships among shape and meaning. And we 
mainly researched huozuo-glyph generated by polysemous phenome, meaning 
properties and pictograms replacement, and think that the meaning is also one of the 
important reasons for huozuo-glyph came into being.  
Chapter 7 is the interpretations of huozuo-glyph in Kang. Firstly, we investigated 
the literature sources of huozuo-glyph, and found there were some errors such as 
graphemic quoting mistakes, increasing and missing characters, and judgment error of 
standardized forms of Chinese characters and the huozuo-glyph when Kang included 
the huozuo-glyph from ancient books. Secondly, we researched the origin and 
evolution, time level, change rules of the huozuo-glyph from a diachronic perspective. 
Also analysised the far and near relations between the standardized forms of Chinese 
characters and the huozuo-glyph, interpreted some new huozuo-glyph from a 
synchronic perspective. Thirdly, we judged the actual properties of the huozuo-glyph 
by analysising the mutual relationships among the shapes, found that the 
huozuo-glyph may was standardized forms of Chinese characters, phonetic loan, 
variant characters, wrong characters or folk characters. At last, we discussed the 
change of status between the standardized forms of Chinese characters and 
huozuo-glyph, and we thinked there were three main reasons that a huozuo-glyph 
become a standardized one, the implification, differentiation and new pronunciation 
and meaning of Chinese characters. Furtherly, we evaluated the contribution and 
deficiency that Kang included the huozuo-glyph from the above several angles. 
Chapter 8 is types and evolution laws of the huozuo-glyph. We found there were 
seven main types of huozuo-glyph, simplification, complication, symbols 
displacement, pictograms replacement, sound symbols replacement, popular forms 
confusing and write variation. Then we summarized Sixty-three kinds of general rules 
of common symbols by listing examples. These types and general rules conformed to 
the universal law of the Chinese character evolution, which can provide cases and 
materials to researches of Chinese characters directly. 
Chapter 9 is the interpretations of huozuo-glyph and the revisions of the current 
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Kang, we revised several large dictionaries like Han Yu Da Zi Dian(《漢語大字典》) 
of Mainland China, Dictionary of Chinese Character Variants(《異體字字典》) of 
China-Taiwan and Great Chinese-Japanese Dictionary(《大漢和辭典》) of Japan 
which influenced by Kang from mutual relationships among characters, phonetic 
notation and paraphrases three aspects. 
Chapter 10 is conclusion, which including the achievements of this paper by 
researching the terminology Huozuo in Kang, and the research prospects of the 
terminology system of Chinese dictionaries and the researches of Chinese characters. 
Basised on exhaustive investigating the terminology Huozuo and huozuo-glyph 
in Kang, this paper took specific cases as examples, explored Kang’s 
terminology system preliminarily. Then, by arranging the graphemic materials and 
revealing the rules of Chinese characters, we also developed the academic values of 
the large dictionaries like Kang more intuitively, trying to provide more valuable 
references for the researches of Chinese characters and the compilation and revision 
of current large dictionaries. 
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凡  例 
 





（《康》子集中 11）”，都表示“使”字出自《康熙字典》子集中人部第 11頁。 




    三、為便於讀者稽覈，凡引用文獻資料一般都在引文后直接用括號標註頁碼，
書頁面有分欄的，頁碼後分別用 A、B、C註明欄次，根據引書實際情況，A、B、
C可代替左、中、右欄，也可以代替上、中、下欄。書有分冊者，則於前加“/”
註明。如“（11A）”表示引書第 11 頁 A 欄，“（11/11A）”表示引書第 11 冊第 11
頁 A欄。為節約篇幅，引文皆有刪節。 
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